
 
Customer & Supplier CIS Deduction Plugin 
 

  

At the moment when a customer tells you that they are withholding £100 for CIS on an 
invoice then you would enter this as a Batch Credit Note. This should go to a nominal code 
like “Customer CIS Deduction”, so you can see all the deductions for CIS taken from you.  

This will go onto their account so you can match it up when they pay you less this 
deduction.  

  

It would be a good idea to put CIS/project code in the reference 1 field and Invoice code in 
the reference 2 so we know it was a CIS deduction in the ledger.  

 



 

 

To speed this up we have added a “CIS Customer Deduction” Tab to the invoice where the 
user can enter the value of the CIS deduction and a button to create the credit. So then it 
will put in the correct nominal code etc. and also in the Reference1 put “CIS/ProjectCode” 
and Reference2 the “Invoice Doc Code” it relates to.  

Field Explanation in the CIS Customer Deduction Tab: 

UTR Number    12345    (From Customer Record) 
CIS %     20  (From Customer Record) 
CIS Customer Deduction N/Code 4100   (From Customer Record) 
CIS Deduction Value   £100   (Default to Invoice Net Value x CIS %  
        can be changed as may not be all  
        labour) 
VAT Code    UK 20 Tax Code (From Customer Record) 
VAT Amount    £20    (CIS deduction value x tax code, user  
        can edit) 
CIS Project Code   PRO-0001  (Default from first Invoice item line  
        project, editable by user) 
Memo field for notes   Notes  
Linked Credit Note Doc Code  CCNOTE-000001 (Removed Linked button) 
Create Credit Button 



 

 

When I clicked the Create Credit Note button it created the credit.  

 

 
In the Customer Record you can enter defaults for the CIS Deduction Nominal Code, UTR ad 
CIS %.  



 

 

We have done a similar thing for the Supplier Bill to speed up CIS deductions we make on 
suppliers.  

We have added a “CIS Supplier Deduction” Tab to the bill form where the user can enter the 
value of the CIS deduction and a button to create the credit. So then it will put in the correct 
nominal code etc. and also in the reference1 put “CIS/ProjectCode” and reference2 the “Bill” 
it relates to.  

Fields in Tab: 

UTR Number     12345  (From Supplier Record) 
CIS %      20  (From Supplier Record) 
CIS Supplier Deduction Nominal Code 5100   (From Supplier Record) 
CIS Deduction Value    £100  (Default to Bill Value x % can be  
         changed as may not be labour) 
VAT Code     UK 20 Tax Code (From Supplier Record) 
VAT Amount     £20   (CIS deduction value x tax code,  
         user can edit) 
CIS Project Code    PRO-0001  (Default from bill item line  
         project, editable by user) 
Memo field for notes    Notes   (Nominal code notes) 
Credit Note Doc Code   SDNOTE-000001  (Removed Linked button) 
Create Credit Button 

The Remove Linked button allows a user to blank the linked document so they could create 
it again. Just in case they do it for wrong value.  

 


